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Time flies and the two-third of the HIDDEN project
has already passed. The first two years of the
project were full of exciting research activities
with already amazing results that make us very
confident regarding their future exploitation.
During these two years we also had fascinating
collaborations with other research groups under
the umbrella of the Battery 2030+ initiative that
helped us to widen even more our horizons and
inspired us to target even more ambitious goals.
Final project results will come during this last year
and we will continue communicating these results
via newsletters, project website and social media.
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The HIDDEN project goes beyond the state-of-the-art
Thermotropic Liquid Crystals (TLCs) form an ordered fluid-like structure under
a certain temperature range. Usually, liquid crystals are not inherently
ionically conducting. If used as an electrolyte, TLCs need to be engineered to
encode ionic transport features to generate Thermotropic Ionic Liquid
Crystals (TILCs). TILCs have been shown to guide Li+ transport and lead to
smooth Li deposition onto the Li-metal anode, preventing dendrite formation.
HIDDEN used this innovative approach as a starting point and developed it a
step further by synthesizing a series of model TILCs. These TILC-Gen.1 have
been used to develop a scalable process to coat the electrolyte on/in the
cathode, and to generate data for modelling. The first laser cutting tests
with cathode-TILC composites are also done. Next, novel TILCs with different
(i.e. fine-adjusted) chemical structures were synthetized: TILC-Gen.2
materials. The first TILC-Gen.2 electrolytes have been designed, synthesized,
and evaluated, and the data will be used to design TILCs with optimal
performances. We have also developed a printed heating element, aimed to
trigger on demand self-healing.

The HIDDEN project goes beyond the
state-of-the-art
The piezoelectric effect is the ability of certain
materials to accumulate electric charge in response to
a mechanical stress. HIDDEN will use this phenomenon
in a separator. When growing dendrites will eventually
reach the separator, it will bend, and generate a local
electric field. This will guide the Li+ cations to deposit
smoothly between the growing dendrites, and not on
top of them, increasing the cell cycle life. HIDDEN has
tried two methods for enabling piezoelectric separator
– casting a porous self-standing poly(vinylidene
fluoride) (PVDF) separator, and coating the porous
PVDF layer on a commercial polypropylene (PP)
separator. Both were successful, but the later cannot
be efficiently poled with an external field. So, the
porous PVDF separator is taken forward for battery
cycling.
Several cell characterization techniques were screened
out and some selected to be suitable for detecting
dendrite growth. The validation results show that
specific parameters allow detecting degradation in the
tested Li-metal batteries. The results have been shared
in a public report, available on the project website. The
tested detection techniques can be implemented in
embedded systems to sense degradation, activate selfhealing methods, and assess the overall benefits. Some
techniques are easier than others, but in general all the
non-invasive techniques proposed can be implemented
in battery management systems (BMS), except (till
date) for coulombic efficiency. The consortium sees
also potential in the use of sensors developed by
Spartacus, Sensibat or Instabat projects, which could
be ultimately integrated with the BMS.

MEET THE TEAM - BFH
BFH (Bern University of Applied Sciences) provides education and research for a wide
range of fields from social sciences to engineering. The research group Process
Optimization in Manufacturing at the Institute for Intelligent Industrial Systems (i3s) aims
at developing innovative, sustainable and cost-efficient solutions for effective and
intelligent industrial processes. The group designed and operates its own battery cell
assembly pilot plant which serves as a platform for exchange, innovation and
developments. In connection with the pilot plant, BFH offers following services: design
and assembly of battery cell prototypes, testing and validation of novel materials on
pouch cell level, cutting experiments with state-of-the-art laser technology and
integration of new components or devices for trials or optimization.

INTRODUCTION OF BFH'S RESEARCH TEAM INVOLVED
IN THE HIDDEN PROJECT
Prof. Dr. Axel Fuerst has joined BFH in 2014 as professor and research
group leader for process optimisation in battery production. He holds
twelve design and optimization related patents. Previous positions:
Director for R&D, Design and Product management at ABB Switzerland
Ltd.; CTO at Rütschi Fluid AG; Head of R&D mechanical at Alstom
Switzerland Ltd. In HIDDEN, Prof. Dr. Fuerst is the project manager from
BFH.
Michael Stalder is a scientist at BFH since 2017. He leads projects in
battery manufacturing and process optimization. His research focuses on
optimization and data science technologies for battery manufacturing.
In his previous positions Michael worked as application engineer and
product manager for ABB Switzerland Ltd. During this time, he deployed
Model Predictive Control-based process control and optimization
solutions for minerals processing and cement industry in factories around
the globe. In HIDDEN, Mr. Stalder leads WP4 and is the principal
investigator for BFH.

HOW THE HIDDEN TECHNOLOGY WILL REVOLUTIONIZE
THE BATTERY INDUSTRY?
Q & A WITH THE LEAD SCIENTISTS AT BFH
We have all experienced it with our smart phones: The brand-new phone can
operate at heavy use without charging for 1-2 days. But after a couple of years
using the phone, we must charge more and more often, eventually reaching the
point the phone is practically not usable anymore. Aging mechanisms of the battery
cause that the energy that can be stored decreases with every time with use and
charge a battery. The HIDDEN project aims at stopping or reversing this mechanism,
which would mean that we could use a battery for much longer time than known
today. Furthermore, solving this puzzle will enable batteries that are much lighter
and smaller than today’s batteries. With smaller and lighter batteries available we
can store more energy with the same weight and volume, i.e., a new phone would
operate 2-4 days without charging. For EV this would result in a higher driving
range per battery charge and reducing the power consumption of the cars. Thus,
one of the major concerns of EV consumer acceptance could be solved.

THE HIDDEN CONSORTIUM
The project brings together a strong interdisciplinary consortium of seven partners,
industry and research balanced, with state-of-the-art background in battery chemistry
and physics, materials modelling and analysis, upscaling of novel technologies by
printing and coating, as well as in industrial assembling of battery cells.
For more information about the partners, please visit: The HIDDEN Consortium - The
Hidden Project (hidden-project.eu)

HIDDEN PROJECT AT PRINSE '22
Our Coordinator, Dr. Marja Vilkman presented the HIDDEN
project on the 6th June 2022 at the 7th Printed Intelligence
Industry Semiar (PRINSE '22) with the title: "Sustainable
batteries: What, why & how?". Exciting topics were discussed
such as what a sustainable battery is, availability of battery materials, enabling sufficiency
of materials, self-healing batteries and bio-based and renewable battery materials.

HIDDEN PROJECT AT THE BATTERY
EXPERTS FORUM
CSEM showcased their zBMS platform with embedded EIS
and hot-swap features prototypes during the Battery Experts
Forum on the 12-14th of July 2022 in Frankfurt. You can find
more information about CSEM's battery applied research and
expertise here.

M18 PROJECT MEETING
Month 18 marked the mid-term of the project execution. During the M18 project meeting,
organised by CSEM at Neuchatel on the 4th of May 2022, partners discussed project
achievements and the way forward.

BATTERY 2030+
2ND ANNUAL CONFERENCE:
EMPOWERING GREEN INNOVATION

The Battery 2030+ large-scale research initiative will hold their 2nd Annual
Conference on the September 12th 2022 in Brussels with interesting discussions to
empower green innovation related to batteries and providing a networking
opportunity to all key stakeholders of the battery research community.
Furthermore, the Annual Conference will illustrate progress on the key topics
promoted in the Battery 2030+ roadmap:
- Digitalisation and standardisation
- Sensing technology
- Self-healing technology
Collaborations between the different projects coordinated by Battery 2030+ will also
be highlighted, as well as the future role of the Battery 2030+ initiative in a
streamlined European Research & Innovation ecosystem.
More information and registration here.

The BAT4EVER project focuses on the self-healing mechanisms of the microdamage and loss of material generated during repetitive cycles of charge and
discharge. The aim of the project is to tailor the materials of LIBs by modifying
their well-established state-of-art ancestors and inducing self-healing
functionalities (mechanical, structural and chemical) and thus to achieve
innovative, higher performant, capable of extended lifetime, safe and reliable
Li-ion batteries.
The expertise on self-healing polymers systems and technologies on synthesis of
novel polymerized ILs, self-healing surface layer protected silicon anodes and
advanced core/shell structured NMC nanoparticles are convincing in
strengthening the European Battery industry to be competitive in the European
and World Battery Market and in providing European Society with safer and
long-lasting battery products.

For more information visit: https://www.bat4ever.de/
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